A. Part I : 80%

1. I can’t hear you. Speak ______, please.
   (A) earlier       (B) harder
   (C) louder        (D) lower

2. I have ______ a table at the restaurant, but if we are late, we will lose our seats.
   (A) booked       (B) hid
   (C) dug           (D) offered

3. Homes ______ in the earthquake were rebuilt.
   (A) destroying    (B) destroy
   (C) destroyed     (D) destroys

4. The remote control wasn’t working anymore because the ______ had run out of energy.
   (A) buttons       (B) screws
   (C) mechanics     (D) batteries

5. We hope that there will be no war in the world and that all people live in peace and ______ with each other.
   (A) complaints    (B) harmony
   (C) mission       (D) texture

6. This new computer is obviously ______ to the old one because it has many new functions.
   (A) technical     (B) suitable
   (C) superior      (D) typical

7. We human beings may live without clothes, but food and air are ______ to our life.
   (A) magnificent   (B) essential
   (C) influential   (D) profitable

8. Crime is growing at a rapid rate, ______ in urban areas.
   (A) cheerfully    (B) appropriately
   (C) reasonably    (D) especially

9. With the population ______ day by day, more and more space is needed for public activities.
   (A) attracting   (B) examining
   (C) increasing   (D) observing
10. Taking regular vacations is necessary for those who ______ too much on work.
   (A) complicate       (B) concentrate
   (C) contain          (D) consist

11. We should ______ the importance of recycling because of the limited resources on Earth.
    (A) attack          (B) emphasize
    (C) reduce          (D) relax

12. John ran into ______ when he tried to expand his new business too quickly.
    (A) stock           (B) market
    (C) trouble         (D) floor

13. This piece of land is ______ for wild animals and plants; it is not open for the general public.
    (A) shocked         (B) reserved
    (C) responded       (D) smelled

14. It is a long ______ from Taipei to New York. It takes more than 15 hours to fly.
    (A) drive           (B) trip
    (C) walk            (D) run

15. Due to heavy snow on the runway, all the flights were ______ for nearly eight hours.
    (A) delayed         (B) served
    (C) mixed           (D) located

16. In the U.S. one should make a(n) ______ before going to see a doctor.
    (A) exchange        (B) appointment
    (C) dressing        (D) limitation

B. Part II : 20%

1. If you want to go Taipei from Miaoli, please show how many ways you can get there.

2. Support after being admitted to the Graduate Program of Safety, Health, and Environmental Engineering, how will you introduce our program to a professor for foreign country?